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3. a)

b)

c)

i*i:st'Y*;
candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable'

Full Marks;

What will be consequences if the ac complex power S is not taken as S=VI*' Draw

necessary phasor if necessary to support your answer'

with necessary approximation show that the impedance of transformer refeffed to

primary urrd r.rondary is same if calculation is done in p'u system'

what are the line parameters? Also show how these parameters are affected by the

line configurations'

, a) what is infinite bus in power system? write trre advantages of FIVDC transmission

.-,-., 
' 

oner HVAC system with single line diagram'

b) A 4 unit insurator string is fitted with a guard ring. The capacitance of the link pins to

metar work and guard ring can be assumecl to bJ r0% and 5yo of the capacitance of

each unit. Determine the ulltug. distribution and string efficiency'

2. ") In a transmission line, each conductor is at 20 kv and supported .bI u string of

3-suspension insulators. The air-capacitance between each cap-pin junction and tower

is l/5rh of the capacitanr e c of .u.h insulator unit. A guard dng, effectively only over

the line end insulator unit is fitted so that the voltages on the two u'its nearest the

line-end are equal'

i) balculate the voltage on the line-end unit.

ii) calculate the value of capacitance between the ring and pin'

b) A g0 MVA 11 kv 3-phase generator_has areactance of 25o/o. The generator supplies

two motors through transfoimers and transmission rine shown in figure berow. The

transformer Tt is a 3 -plrase, 100 I\A/A, |01|32 kY , 6vo reactance. The transformer Tz

iscomposedofthreerirrgr.phaseYTtteachratedat30MVA'66110kvwith5%
reactance. The connectioi of f , and Tz are shown in figure. The motors are rated at

50 MVA and 40 MVA both l0 kv and20Yo reactance. Taking the generator rating as

base draw per unit reactance diagram' The reactance of the line is 100 Q'
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4. a) Figure below shows zrrrangement of three transmission line.- 
urra the diameter of each conductor is 2.6 cm. Calculate

transmission line per phase for the following two cases.

Neglecting the effect of ground

Considering the effect of earth

13r't

The line is transposed

the capacitance of the

14+41

i)
ii)

b) A 150 km long three phase overhead line has a resistance of 45 ohms per phase,

inductive reactance of SS ohms per phase and capacitance (line to neutral) 9'00 nF per

km. It supplied a load of 60 MW at a voltage of 132 kV and pf 0'9 lagging' Find (i)

Sending end active power (ii) Efficiency (iii) Line losses and (iv) Voltage regulation'

Use T-model.

A 3Qlong line of about 150 km has the following paramelers A:D:0.96 < 1'0' and B

: 100.80'. For a load of 30 MW at 0.8 p.1 lag, 110 kV, find

line.

d on the line if sending and receiving end

What do you mean by reactive power compensation of a transmission line, how can

we clo that? Also witir necessary example justify that compensation of line does not

reduce the reactive power demand of load'

5. a)

t8l

t8l

b)

t8l
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1. a) What do you mean by inter-connected power system? Draw a typical diagraln of
inter-connected power system. What are its advantage over isolated power system.

b) Explain how electrical energy can be generated from hydropower plant with basic

block diagram.

c)

2. a)

b)

Find the mutual capacitances of the remaining disc if the mutual capacitance of the

top disc is 7C of a graded string of 4 insulators having a uniform voltage across each

disc and the capacitance of each pin to earth is C.

Prove that dielectric stress is maximum at the conductor surface and its value goes on

decreasing as we move away from the conductor.

Draw the reactance diagram using a base of 50 MVA and 13.8kV on generator Gr of a
given single line diagram of a power system. The ratings of the generators and

trarfsfomrers zlre gtven below:

G1: 20MVA, 13.810/, X" = 2OTo

Gz: 30MV& ISKV, X"--\OY,

Gg:30MVA,20KV, X=2O%
T1: 25tvtVA,22Alt3.8 l0d, X= tO%
T2:3 single phase units each rated 10MVA, t27lL9 KV, X= 10%

T3: 35MVA,l}A/ZZKV, X= 10%

A single phase voltage source with V: 100 l0 volts delivers a current I: l0<10o
A, which leaves the positive terminal of the source. Calculate the source real and
reactive power and state whether the source delivers or absorbs each of these. t4l

What is per unit system? What are the advantages of per unit representation? t4]

Explain skin and proximity effect in a transmission line. t6l

Find the capacitance of phase to neutral per kilometer of a three phase line having
conductors of 2cm diameter placed at the corner of a triangle with sides 5m, 6m, 7m
respectively. Assume that the line is fully transposed and carries balanced load. t6l
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4. a)

b)

c)

5. a)

b)

c)

Derive the expression for the inductance per meter of a single phase two wire

transmission line.

Draw phasor diagram for a nominal T circuit of a transmission line. Derive
expressions for sending end voltage and current'

A 220 kV, three phase transmission line is 40 km long, The resistance per phase is

0.15 O per km and the inductance per phase is 1.3263 mH per km. The shunt

capacitance is negligible. Use the short line model to find the voltage and power at the

sending end and the voltage regulation and ef,Frciency when the line is supplying a

tlrree phase load of 381 MVA at 0.8 power factor lagging at220kY.

Why compensation is needed in transmission line? What are the methods of voltage

control implied in transmission line? Explain one of them.

Verify that reactive power transferred over a transmission line is directly proportional

to voltage drop along the line and is independent of power angle'

A 220 kV, three phase transmission line is 300 krn long. The line has resistance of
0.12 ohm per phase per km, line inductance of l.5mH per phase per km and shtrnt

capacitance of 2pF per phase per km. Calculate ABCD parameters of the line with
longline model in equivalent T-model. If the line is excited by 220kY from the

sending end, calculate the receiving voltage.
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l. a) Draw a single line diagram showing generation, transmission and distribution

components of a power system r,r'ith typical voltage levels and discuss why different

.\-_/ voltiges are used in these three components of power system. Also, explain the rea*son

v,,hy transmission and distribution systems are three phase ac system instead of single

phase ac system 13+4+31

b) What will happen if long line is modelied by short line model and vice versa? t4]

2. a) Dstermine the maximum voltage that the string of suspension insulators having 3 no.

of disc, can with stand if the maximum voltage per unit is 17.5 KV. It is given that

shunt capacitance between each joint and metal work is 12.5% of the capacitance of

each disc. t7l

b) Explain one of the techniques to locate phase

cable.

to phase fault on underground power

tsl

c)

3. a)

Define the meaning of complex power in power system. Explain the sign conventions

of power fbr sourcJs and loads. 
- 

t4l

Develop the reactance diagram of foliowing network and express all the parameters in

p.u values based on po*=i1000 KvA and base voltage of 1i kV at low voltage side: [10]

Gr : 1000 KVA' 11 kV, X:2.5o/o Gz : 500 KVA, ll kV; X= 0'l%
T,-r I 1000 KVA, l1 kv/66 KV, X: ZYo T,-z: 500 KVA, 12.5 kvl75 kv' x=2%o

T,-3 I 1500 KVA, 66 kV/400 kv, x=Z%o TL : 10 Q/Phase

If thcioa,J draws a current of 12004, calculate the currenisupplied by Gt & Gz.

What is the importance of transposition of high voltage transmission lines? Derive the

line capacitance ancl phase capacitance of single phase line considering the effect of
sround. t6l

b)
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4. a) Figrre below shows a quadruple-conductor circuit of a signal-circuit, three-phase, 400

kV, 50 Hz line with a horizontal spacing of 2A m. Each sub-conductor of the bundle

has a ciiameter of 40 mrn and spacing between the sub-conductors is 0.5 m. Each

phase group shares the total curren*. and charge equally and the line is completely

transposed. Determine the inductive reactance, capacitive reactance, charging current

and charging VAR per phase per km of the line. , [10]

b)

c)

5. a)

I4l

tsl

t8l

b)

17l

20m 2Om

How transmission lines are classified according to their lengths? Explain why all lines
can be represented by long transmission line model where as all the lines cannot be
represented by short ffansmission line model. .

Draw a nominal n-model of rnedium transmission line and derive the expressions to
determine ABCD parameters of the model.

15000 kVA is received at 33 kV at 0.85 power factor lagging over an 8 km
tluee-phase overhead transmission line. Each line has R: 0.29 ohm/km, and X:0.65
ohmlkm. Calculate:

i) Voltage at the sending end
ii) Power factor at the sending end
iii) Voltage regulation of the line
iv) Efficiency of the transmission line

Discuss why the receiving end voltage of an unloaded transmission line may be more
than the sending end voltage. Describe the compensating rneasures to limit the
receiving end voltage of long trlmsmission lines at no load.

f,**


